
Sleeping Mats
(Adult and child)

Supplies: As mentioned on front panel/p. 1, a no. 8 or 9 crochet hook
is used, along with strips that are between 1.25 and 1.5 inches wide

(about 8 cuts per bag). Tension should be fairly loose (but without
gaps or holes in the rows).

Dimensions: Roughly speaking, an adult mat is 3ft wide and 5–6 ft

high; a child’s mat is 3ft wide and 4ft high . . . however, mats can
sometimes “grow” longer if you’re on a roll, so these are rough, not
absolute dimensions. In other words, all mats are good!

Starting up: Make a chain of around 55 stitches for the 3ft width;

measure what you get and then adjust as needed. The detailed
sitting mat instructions (p. 2) can be used for the sleeping mats;

it’s only the number of stitches in the start-up chain, and then the
number of rows, that make the difference.

. . . (cont/d from front panel/p. 1)

Join us! Come to the monthly meetings
in Barrhaven — the second Mon-
day of the month, 1–3 pm, at the
Metro cafe, Woodroffe/Strandherd.

Getting more milkbags: If you don’t
have enough at home, you can always
get in touch with us at these monthly
meetings. We collect supplies from
some of the local schools (Mary
Honeywell Elementary, Longfields-
Davidson Heights Secondary.).

On-line information: The main re-
source page for Eastern Ontario is:

http://recyclemilkbags.pbworks.com

As well, the blog/website below has
useful information:

http://chinterests.wordpress.com/

When you’re done: Bring your fin-
ished mats and bags to the monthly
meetings at the Metro. Please do
not drop mats/bags off at any other
time; the Metro lets us meet at their
cafe but otherwise is not involved
with the Milkbag Project.
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This flyer contains just a few of the many instructions available on the web
(esp. YouTube videos) for making mats and bags out of milkbag strips.

Find something that works for you — and then makes notes all over it
(!), as you refine your own procedures.

Some tips to keep in mind:

Hooks: Generally, we find that a no. 8 or
9 crochet hook is good for making the
loose and pouffy stitch size that mats
need. Remember — the mats are for
sleeping and sitting on, so they need
to be soft and comfortable.

For shoulder bags, which need a tight
stitch to avoid stretching, a no. 7
hook is best.

Strip widths: Generally, strips that are
1.25 to 1.5 inches wide are best for
mats. In combination with the no. 8
or 9 hooks, and a loose tension, this
width yields a soft stitch but without
gaps or holes.

Again, things are different for shoul-
der bags: 1-inch strips are good for
the no. 7 hook, along with a tighter
tension. The result should feel quite
hard and sturdy.

Tension: So hard to teach tension ver-
bally! You just have to play with
this until you get a soft, pouffy result
(for mats) or tightly packed rows of
stitches (for bags). When it doubt,
test it yourself after a few rows. One
of the best reasons to find a group of
crocheters, to compare notes.

Milkbags: The milkbags should be clean
and not smelly — if you wouldn’t
want to sit or sleep on it, then no-
one else would either. Fortunately,
all the Metro stores collect recycled
plastic bags, so they don’t have to go
into household garbage at all.

Storing milkbags: Flatten in half and
then slide into another milkbag. We
fold a stack of 24 bags in half, slide
them into a 25th bag, and call it a
“set”. In addition, we sort by colour;
this makes it easy to make specific
colour choices for your mat or bag.

How many bags per project? We
used to estimate 600 bags for an
adult sleeping mat and 300 bags for
a child’s mat. However, this all de-
pends on how wide the strips are,
how tightly/loosely the stitch is . . .
we now believe that it only takes per-
haps 400 and 200 bags, respectively,
and welcome more accurate counts!

Shoulder bags take about 60 milk-
bags while sitting mats usually eat
up about 50 milkbags.

In all cases, different coloured stripes
make it always go faster!

(cont’d on back panel/p. 4)





Plarn Shoulder Bag (roughly 16x16in; v. 5, 4 Oct. 2014)

1 Description

A shoulder bag with an oval bottom and integrated
straps. UNLIKE milkbag mats, which have a loose and
pouffy stitch, the bag has to be strong, so the plarn is
narrower, the hook smaller, the stitches tighter.

2 Materials
• plastic bags, cut into

strips (ca 1–1.25-in.
wide, max.)

• no. 7 crochet hook
• markers (e.g., twist ties)

for locating shoulder
strap

3 Abbreviations
• ch = chain
• sc = single crochet (‘sc’

is a US term; UK term:
‘dc’ double crochet)

• st = stitch
Left: ch 22. Right: ch 20.

4 Instructions

4.1 Shaping the bottom oval

Starter chain: ch 20. [Ch 22 yields an 18x18in bag.]

Round 1: Sc into 2nd st of chain and then into each st
to the end.

Make 2 sc in the end st and then into each st on the
other side of the starter chain. Remember to put
the hook through BOTH parts of the stitch (which
looks like a ‘V’ from the top). You’ve gone ‘around’
the starter chain once: up one side and down the
other. Make 2 sc into the last st.

Now mark the beginning of the round — essentially,
one of the end points of the starter chain.

Rounds 2 and 3: Sc into each stitch till the last three
at the end. Into EACH of the last 3 st, do 2 sc (to
start shaping the curve). Work back along the 2nd
half of the oval, again adding 2 sc into each of the
last 3 st. The oval with curves at the ends starts to
take shape.

Rounds 4–6: Same as Rounds 2 and 3 BUT — now
you’re adding THREE sc into each of the three end
st. This completes the base of the bag.

4.2 Shaping the sides

Rounds 7 through 35: Round 7 is the first row where
NO stitches are added. This is now the start of the
vertical sides of the bag. Sc into each stitch, and
keep going around, for a total of 30 rows. Keep
count of the rows; keep the st uniform.

The bag begins to take shape; eventually, you can
even put your plarn supplies in it to carry around.

Do several stitches into round 30, in preparation for
counting the position of the straps.

4.3 Shaping the shoulder straps

Lay the bag down and smooth it out, so that there’s
an obvious edge at the left and right sides.

On the top (where the V-shaped stitches are), mark
the leftmost and rightmost Vs — I usually wrap a
twist tie around the stitch, so it doesn’t fall out.
Do the same for both sides. These mark the mid-
point of the row that will continue, while a chain
on either ‘side’ will “jump the gap”, to form the
shoulder strap.

From the marked stitch (that’s several stitches BE-
FORE you stopped doing Round 30), do 10–12 sc
stitches (it will look like you’ve gone about 1/3 of
the way across the top of the bag). [top photo]

Make a chain of 35 st, to form the strap.

Starting from the left-side marker, count 10–12 stiches
BACK: this is where the chain will rejoin the bag.

To rejoin the bag, insert the hook into both loops
of the top V-shaped stich, pull the plarn back
through (you have two stitches on your hook), pull
plarn back through those two stitches — and voila!
You’ve done a sc and joined the chain to the bag.

Continue sc to the left side marker (for total of 10–12
st) and do another 10–12 sc on the ‘back’ side of
the bag (in short, there are 20 st on either side of
the 35-st chain for the shoulder strap).

To check that both chains start/end at the same points,
put the bag flat and confirm that you’re in the right
place.

As before, make a chain of 35 st, to form the other
strap. To rejoin, count BACK 10–12 st from the
first marker, insert the hook into both loops, make
your sc st, and continue around to where the first
chain starts.

To crochet into a chain, try to get your hook into the
same loops of each chain stitch, so that it looks
consistent. The chain stitches are tighter so it’s
harder to get the hook in and out, so work this set
of 35 sc very slowly and carefully.

Final rounds: Continue going around the bag in sc for
a total of 4 rows for the strap, ending at the begin-
ning marker position.

If you’d like, do a single ch st around the inside and
outside edges of the handles, to strengthen them.

To make a bigger bag, just start with a longer chain; the
number of stitches added at either end, and the number
of rounds — those all stay the same. Ch. Thiele


